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The identification of preacceleration mechanisms for cosmic ray ions in supernova remnant shocks
is an important problem in astrophysics. Recent particle-in-cell(PIC) shock simulations have shown
that inclusion of the full electron kinetics yields non-time-stationary solutions, in contrast to
previous hybrid(kinetic ions, fluid electrons) simulations. Here, by running a PIC code at high
phase space resolution, ion acceleration mechanisms associated with the time dependence of a
supercritical collisionless perpendicular shock are examined. In particular, the components of
eF ·vdt are analyzed along trajectories for ions that reach both high and low energies. Selection
mechanisms for the ions that reach high energies are also examined. In contrast to quasistationary
shock solutions, the suprathermal protons are selected from the background population on the basis
of the time at which they arrive at the shock, and thus are generated in bursts. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1812536]

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the initial acceleration mechanisms for
Galactic cosmic rays remains an outstanding problem in as-
trophysics. From energy balance considerations, supernova
remnants(SNRs) provide the most likely kinetic energy
source to sustain the cosmic ray population. The local accel-
eration of electrons has been indirectly observed at the ex-
panding shock front of SNRs(see, for example, Ref. 1).
However, protons form the majority constituent of Galactic
cosmic rays, and until recently observational evidence to link
SNRs to local ion acceleration has been lacking. X-ray and
g-ray data from supernova remnant RX J1713.7-3946(Ref.
2) show energy spectra that can only be explained by accel-
erated ions. Several mechanisms are postulated to accelerate
particles at SNR shocks. Fermi acceleration,3 which arises as
a particle repeatedly scatters off turbulent structures on either
side of the shock, is in principle capable of accelerating ions
to high energies.4 However, to work effectively an initial
suprathermal population is required so that particles can re-
cross the shock front.5 The identification and analysis of pre-
acceleration mechanisms that can select and initiate the en-
ergization of completely nonrelativistic ions at SNR shocks
from the background plasma is the subject of this paper.

The Rankine–Hugoniot relations6 can be used to deter-
mine the discontinuity in bulk plasma parameters across a
collisionless shock; that is, a shock where the particle mean
free path is much greater than length scales of interest. These
relations are derived by applying the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) conservation equations in the far upstream and
downstream limits, away from the shock. Further conditions

are imposed by the fact that a shock must also increase en-
tropy, so that no subsonic flow can spontaneously become
supersonic. For an Alfvénic Mach numberMA*3, the shock
is supercritical in that the increase in entropy, and in ion
heating, required by the Rankine–Hugoniot relations is
achieved via the ion kinetics, at least in part, by reflection of
a fraction of upstream ions at the shock. The generic super-
critical, quasiperpendicular, and collisionless shock in which
ions reflect and gyrate in a foot region upstream has been
suggested by hybrid(particle ions and fluid electrons) simu-
lations (see, for example, Refs. 7–9), and confirmed byin
situ observations of the Earth’s bow shock.10

To study the acceleration of ions and electrons, a fully
kinetic treatment is in principle necessary for both species,
and this can be closely approximated by particle-in-cell
(PIC) techniques. Physical mechanisms operating on electron
kinetic length scales and time scales are significant both for
aspects of macroscopic structure(for example, the shock
ramp width scales asc/vpe), and for microscopic processes
affecting the ions(such as caviton formation and dissolu-
tion). Whether such effects are important in any given sce-
nario can be estimated, to some extent, by analytical means,
as we discuss in detail below. Importantly, however, it is
known that inclusion of the full electron kinetics can signifi-
cantly alter the dynamics of the shock. For example, hybrid
simulations for certain parameters8,9 produce time-stationary
shock solutions, whereas for the same parameters PIC simu-
lations reveal a dynamic, reforming, and shock structure.
Furthermore, the extent to which an individual ion responds
to phenomena on electron kinetic scales must depend on that
ion’s cyclotron radius, and hence its energy. It follows that
for studies of ion acceleration at shocks, as in the present
paper, retention of full electron kinetics is desirable in order
to resolve fully the shock dynamics(see also Refs. 11 and
12) and the ion dynamics. We have previously presented re-
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sults of PIC code simulations12–14 that have high resolution
in real space and phase space, over relatively long run times,
for parameters relevant to shocks at supernova remnants. Our
most recent results12 show that the time-dependent electro-
magnetic fields at the reforming shock can accelerate inflow
ions from background to suprathermal energies. This pro-
vides a source population which may subsequently be accel-
erated to produce high energy cosmic rays.

In the present paper, we focus on the specific nature of
this ion acceleration mechanism. This requires careful ex-
amination of the physics of the interaction between particles
and fields as they evolve over time. We first introduce a
methodology for simplifying the raw data, obtained on spa-
tiotemporal scales spanning those of the electrons and ions,
into data suitable for examining events on the spatiotemporal
scales of interest for ion acceleration. We then examine the
detailed dynamics of the ion interactions with the shock
front, including a comparison between ions that eventually
reach the highest and lowest energies downstream. The time
at which particles are incident on the temporally evolving
shock structure is found to be a key discriminant in the sub-
sequent energization.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

The technical basis of the simulations was recently re-
ported in Ref. 12; let us reiterate briefly for completeness.
We use a relativistic electromagnetic PIC code to simulate
the structure and evolution of a supercritical, collisionless,
and perpendicular magnetosonic shock. In a PIC simulation
the distribution functions of all particle species are repre-
sented by computational superparticles, while the electro-
magnetic fields are defined on a spatial grid. Particle trajec-
tories are evolved from the fields via the Lorentz force, then
the fields are evolved from the new particle positions via
Maxwell’s equations.15 The code we use to simulate the
shock is based on that described in Ref. 16, and has been
used recently to examine electron and ion acceleration in
SNR shocks.12–14,17All vector fields, bulk plasma properties
and particle velocities are functions of one spatial co-
ordinatesxd, and time. This simplification enables detailed
phase space resolution for relatively long run times, how-
ever, it constrains magnetic fields: since= ·B=0 we have
Bx=const, taken as zero here in strict perpendicular geom-
etry. PIC simulations in two spatial dimensions(see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 18) that relax this constraint yield overall shock
dynamics that are consistent with the results seen here.

We present results from simulations of a perpendicular
shock propagating into a magnetic fieldBz,1 of 1310−7 T, a
value consistent with those expected at supernova
remnants.19 The ratio of electron plasma frequency to elec-
tron cyclotron frequencyvpe/vce=20, and the upstream ratio
of plasma thermal pressure to magnetic field pressure,b
=0.15. The shock has an Alfvénic Mach numberMA of 10.5,
and the simulation mass ratio for ions and electronsMR

=mi /me=20, in common with Refs. 12–14 and 20. This re-
duced mass ratio is necessary to enable ion and electron time
scales to be captured within the same simulation, with rea-
sonable computational overheads. Previous PIC simulations

for physical, and a range of nonphysical,mi /me show a va-
riety of kinetic instabilities in the foot region.11,21 Here we
find that the ion dynamics are insensitive to structures on
electron scales, associated with these instabilities.

We also follow Refs. 12–14 and 20 in using the piston
method(see, for example, Ref. 9, and references therein) to
set up the shock. Particles are injected on the left-hand side
of the simulation box with a drift speedvinj, modified by a
small random velocity drawn from a thermal distribution,
characterized byutherm. At the particle injection boundary, the
magnetic fieldBz,1 is constant and the electric fieldEy,1 is
calculated self-consistently. The right-hand boundary is
taken to be a perfectly conducting, perfectly reflecting wall.
Particles reflect off this boundary, and a shock then forms,
propagating to the left through the simulation box; sufficient
time is allowed for the shock to propagate sufficiently far
upstream that the boundary conditions are no longer impor-
tant. The size of a grid cell is defined as a Debye lengthlD,
and the time step is set to less thanlD /c, for numerical
stability reasons.22 To enable the shock and particle dynam-
ics to be followed over extended time scales, while retaining
high particle density, a simple shock following algorithm is
implemented. This holds the peak in magnetic field at 8lci

from the left-hand boundary(for details see Ref. 14, Appen-
dix A). This distance is chosen so that no particles that are
reflected off the shock subsequently reach the upstream
boundary, while it leaves a significant region of the simula-
tion box (around 20lci) downstream.

III. RESULTS

Full simulation of the non-time-stationary features of a
collisionless shock requires the retention of electron dynam-
ics; see, for example, Ref. 8. However, resolving features on
electron scales also introduces processes that do not couple
strongly to the processes that operate on ion scales, which
are the focus of the present paper. For example, the observed
electron scale electrostatic solitary wave structures can lead
to electron acceleration,14 but do not significantly affect the
ions. As an aid to interpreting the interactions occurring
within a PIC simulation that give rise to ion acceleration, we
present a framework which distinguishes structure and dy-
namics on electron kinetic scales from those relevant to ions.
The ion trajectories that we present here are, however, all
evolved self-consistently within the full electromagnetic
fields of the PIC simulation.

A. Electric potential on ion spatiotemporal scales

Resolving the full electron and ion kinetics in the PIC
simulation establishes two distinct spatiotemporal scales on
which physical processes can occur. On sufficiently fast time
scales and short length scales there are, for example, plasma
oscillations that lead to fluctuations in charge density. How-
ever, on longer spatio-temporal scales the plasma is
quasineutral but still supports bulk electric fields. We can
obtain an expression for these bulk fields by treating the
plasma as two fluids, ions and electrons(for a more general
multifluid treatment see, for example, Refs. 23–25), gov-
erned by the momentum equations
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neme
Dve

Dt
= − enesE + ve ∧ Bd − = Pe − neneive, s1d

nimi
Dvi

Dt
= qinisE + vi ∧ Bd − = Pi − ninievi . s2d

The final terms in Eqs.(1) and (2) represent momentum
transfer between species via forces not included in the mac-
roscopic fields. Here, we can assume that on the time scale of
ion interaction with the shock, these terms are negligible for
the ions.

We wish to consider space and time varying electromag-
netic fields that only affect the ions, so that on ion scales we
can take the limit in which the electrons respond instanta-
neously as a charge neutralizing fluid. This implies a vanish-
ing electron inertial term, the “massless electron fluid” limit
often used in hybrid codes:

me
Dve

Dt
→ 0. s3d

We neglect the electron pressure gradient because it is sig-
nificant on electron, rather than ion scales, however, we an-
ticipate that this approximation will be least reliable in the
shock ramp.

We can relateve directly to vi via the current. On the
spatiotemporal scales on which the electron-protonsqi =ed
plasma is quasineutralsni .ne=nd,

J . ensvi − ved. s4d

Substitution forve from Eq. (4) into Eq. (1) then gives

0 . E + Fvi −
J

en
G ∧ B. s5d

Consistent with this low frequency approximation we neglect
the displacement current(the nonradiative limit), giving
Ampère’s law

= ∧ B = m0J. s6d

This implies the standard expression

J ∧ B = −
1

m0
F=B2

2
− sB · = dBG . s7d

Together, Eqs.(5) and (7) give

0 . E + vi ∧ B +
1

m0en
F=B2

2
− sB · = dBG , s8d

which can then be rearranged to yieldE.
In the one-dimensional geometry of our simulation Eq.

(8) can be simplified by noting=;s]x,0 ,0d, thus sB ·= dB
=0. Further simplification arises if we note that generally in
our simulations,vz!vy, thus svi,yBz−vi,zByd.vi,yBz. Rear-
ranging a simplified Eq.(8) then gives

Ex,i . −
1

enm0

] sBz
2/2 + By

2/2d
] x

− vi,yBz, s9d

Ey,i . vi,xBz. s10d

Here Ex,i is the x component, andEy,i the y component, of
the electric field on the slow, ion spatiotemporal scales on
which the plasma is quasineutral.

Substitution of our simplified, ion scale, electric field
from Eq. (8), into the ion force equation(2), leads to an
expression whosex component is

nmiUDvi

Dt
U

x
. −

1

m0

] sBz
2/2 + By

2/2d
] x

−
]

]x
. s11d

It follows from Eq. (11) that the bulk force on the ion
fluid is due to gradients in magnetic and plasma pressure.
The potentials(which act on individual particles) follow
from Eqs.(9) and (10).

Figure 1 demonstrates the extent to which this approxi-
mate analytical treatment provides a guide to the ion behav-
ior that is calculated from first principles in the PIC code. It
compares the time evolution of the potential11 f=eExdx ob-
tained directly from the PIC code, to that calculated on ion
scales,fi =eEx,idx, using Eq.(9). The path chosen for the
spatial integration is that of an ion that reaches a high energy
on leaving the shock front. Figure 1 demonstrates thatEx,i

defined in Eq.(9) is a useful guide, and hence the analysis
above captures much of the key physics. The ion scale bulk
potential essentially averages over the small scale fluctua-
tions of the “raw” potential. We can see from Fig. 1, how-
ever, that the average values offi depart from that of the full
potentialf where the ion interacts with the shock ramp: first
during a reflection att=3.5–3.7, and during a subsequent
transmission to downstream att=s5–5.2d32pvci

−1. In the
discussion below, we will calculate the ion energetics from
the full electromagnetic fields of the PIC simulation.

FIG. 1. f=eExdx from PIC code(gray), andfi =eEx,idx calculated from Eq.(9) (black) along the trajectory of a high energy ion. In calculatingEx,i we
compute the ion flow velocity from the mean velocity of all ions within 0.02lci.lce/2.10 grid cells of the particle position. Sign convention as in Ref. 11.
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B. Ion acceleration

To study the physical processes that cause ion accelera-
tion, we evaluate the changes in kinetic energy of ions during
their interaction with the shock. Here the ion Lorentz factor
g,1, therefore we can neglect relativistic effects. We have

F = m
dv

dt
= qsE + v ∧ Bd, s12d

where, in our collisionless plasma,E and B in the Lorentz
force refer to the fields in the PIC simulation. Thus

F ·v =
d

dt
S1

2
mv2D = qE ·v. s13d

Integration along a computed ion trajectory then implies that
the kinetic energy acquired is

1

2
mv2 = qE

trajectory

E ·vdt. s14d

1. Highly energetic ions

Previous PIC simulations12 have shown that the down-
stream proton population has a continuous distribution of
energies from zero up to approximately six times the ion
injection energy,«inj =

1
2mvinj

2 , in the frame in which the
downstream plasma is at rest. We now examine the dynamics
of these ions in more detail. Figure 2 presents the results of
evaluating Eq.(14) for a selected group of protons that be-
come highly energized. The top panel(panel 1) displays the
kinetic energy over time, calculated fromeqE ·vdt along the
particle trajectory. Panel 2 shows only thex component,
eqExvxdt normal to the shock, and panel 3 shows only they
component along the shock front. Thez component is omit-
ted as it remains identically zero, due to the configuration of
the simulation domain. Panel 4 displays the potential,f
=eExdx, computed directly from the PIC code, at thex po-
sition of the ions at the current time. Panel 5 shows they
positions. In the lowest panel(panel 6) the x positions are
shown in relation to the spatiotemporally evolving potential
structure on ion scales,fi =eEx,idx computed using Eq.(9).
Comparison of this panel with Fig. 8 of Ref. 12 shows that
fi captures the qualitative features of the electromagnetic
fields. To complement this information, Fig. 3 shows the tra-
jectory of a high energy ion in thex-y plane[in the simula-
tions we evolve the three components of the particle velocity
vsx,td, and these can be integrated to provide a trajectory in
three-dimensional configuration space]. As with all results in
this paper, data is presented in the downstream rest frame,
and has been obtained from a segment of the simulation
when the shock is propagating independently of the bound-
ary conditions. Units are normalized to the upstream ion pa-
rameters, that is,lci the upstream ion cyclotron radius, and
vci the upstream ion cyclotron frequency.

Figure 2 shows that the ions that become highly ener-
gized remain close in phase space throughout their interac-
tions with the shock. After passing through the shock, local
fluctuations in the fields lead to some divergence in they
component ofeqE ·vdt and they position. Panel 6 shows the

shock propagating in the negativex direction over time,
while undergoing reformation cycles. The size and depth of
the potential well varies over the course of a reformation
cycle, on a time scale comparable to the local ion cyclotron
period, as discussed in detail by Leeet al.,12

FIG. 2. (Color). Trajectories for four ions that reach high energies. Panel 1
showseqE ·vdt along each trajectory. Panel 2 thex component ofeqE ·vdt,
and panel 3 they component. Thez component is not shown as it remains
identically 0. Panel 4 displaysf=eExdx. Panel 5,y position and panel 6,x
position plotted over the potential on ion scales, derived from Eq.(9), here
the shock is propagating towards lower values ofx as t increases. The
vertical lines correspond to times of change during the black trajectory.

FIG. 3. Positionx vs y for a high energy ion. This ion follows the black
trajectory in Fig. 2 and the timing pointsa–f are indicated.
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If we follow the path through the shock region of an
individual ion that eventually reaches high energy, a series of
events occurs. The ion is initially comoving with the plasma
at the inflow speed. This corresponds to the linear increase in
x position (panel 6), with no translation in they direction
(panel 5 and Fig. 3), all at the inflow energy(panel 1). It
should be noted that in panel 1, the energies are initially
zero, because the start of the integration path foreqE ·vdt is
chosen to be just inside the simulation domain, where the
ions are already comoving with the plasma. This location is
upstream of the shock foot, and the potential in this region is
therefore constant, with the only variation due to high fre-
quency fluctuations inE.

After <3.25 ion cyclotron periods, the ion enters the
potential well upstream of the shock front, pointa in Fig. 2.
At this time, the shock is most fully formed, the shock jump
is close to maximal, so that the]B2/]x term in the potential
from Eq. (9) is close to maximal also. Thex component of
eqE ·vdt shows a decrease in energy as the ion journeys
further into the well(panel 2), with a corresponding decrease
in kinetic energy(panel 1); this follows from a negative
value forEx. Between pointsa andb there is a decrease inx
velocity as the ion gets closer to the shock and the magnetic
field increases, which is accompanied by a weak drift in −y,
see also Fig. 3.

At the time corresponding to pointb, the kinetic energy
reaches a minimum(panel 1), when the ion is near the deep-
est point in the potential well(panels 4 and 6). The ion has
now stopped its progression toward the shock front(Fig. 3),
and reflection back into the upstream region has begun
(panel 6).

By time c the ion has begun to climb back out of the
potential well, away from the shock front(panel 4). After c,
drift in +y begins as the ions move in −x into the foot region,
see also Fig. 3. Meanwhile thex component ofeqE ·vdt
starts to increase rapidly(panel 2), due to the strength ofEx

(shown by the gradient off, panel 4).
By point d the particle has moved back to the extreme

upstream edge of the potential well. It then remains moving
along a contour off.0 (panels 4 and 6) for a time approxi-
mately equal to one upstream ion cyclotron periods2pvci

−1d.
Betweend ande the value ofEx local to the ion is lower, so
that the associated energization rate is also less; however, the
positive y component of the gyromotion continues(panel 5
and Fig. 3), and since the motionalEy is positive, this gives
an energy gain in they componentD«y=Dmvy

2/2 (panel 3).
The gyromotion of the particle eventually leads to a positive
x component of velocity(Fig. 3), so that at pointe the par-
ticle finally leaves the extreme upstream edge of the well and
passes through the potential well for a second time(panels 4
and 6). This marks the end of a prolonged episode of energy
gain, which now stops asy drift ceases(panels 1 and 3), and
the particle settles into its stable downstream gyromotion
(Fig. 3). The ions cross the saddle in the potentialfsx,td (as
shown in panel 6), leading to a brief energy loss then gain
via the x component ofeqE ·vdt (panel 2), before the ion
passes thorough the shock front(point f, panels 3 and 6), and

gyrates away from the shock into the downstream region.
The ion energy now exceeds its initial value by a factor of
<6.

In summary there are two stages of acceleration as
shown in Fig. 3: normal reflection from the temporarily sta-
tionary shock front into the foot region, followed by energi-
zation during transverse drift across the shock front.

2. Weakly energized ions

Further insight into the energization process can be
gained by comparing trajectories for ions that become highly
energized(Fig. 2), to those for a group of ions that have only
low energiess&«injd on finally entering the downstream re-
gion (Fig. 4), and remain in the core of the downstream
particle distribution.

The trajectories for the ions that are not subsequently
energized are initially similar to those for the ions that even-
tually reach the higher energies. The primary difference is
the timing of their first encounter with the shock. We have
identified two distinct groups of low energy ions, and these
are shown in Fig. 4. The first group arrives at the shock front
just as the shock is advancingst=3.132pvci

−1d, and the sec-
ond when the shock is decayingst=432pvci

−1d.
The reforming shock progresses upstream(downwards

in panel 6 of Figs. 2 and 4) in a stepwise fashion. The first
group of ions(upper trajectories in panel 6 of Fig. 4) encoun-
ter the advancing shock when the shock jump is sufficiently
large to cause reflection(between pointsA and B). Their
trajectories up to this point are akin to the trajectories up to
point b in Fig. 2 for the ions that have become highly ener-

FIG. 4. (Color). Trajectories for four ions that remain at low energies when
crossing the shock front. Panels and colors are as in Fig. 2.
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gized: they have entered the foot region(point A) and been
deflected in the −y direction, while losing energy via a de-
crease ineqExvxdt. However, at this time the shock speed is
maximal, so their velocity component in −x is smaller than
that of the shock itself, and the shock overtakes them. They
then comove with the shock front for about an upstream ion
cyclotron period, before moving downstream.

On the other hand the second group of ions encounter
the shock when the potential is decaying(point A8). They
then pass through the potential well(point B8), and reach the
shock without reflection, where theirv' increases(Fig. 5)
along with the bulkB field downstream.

Regardless of their energization or of the details of their
dynamics, the guiding center velocity of all ions goes to zero
once they have propagated sufficiently far downstream of the
shock front. This is to be expected, because the far down-
stream frame defines the rest frame of the plasma, as noted
previously(Figs. 3 and 5).

Of further interest is they motion of the two groups of
low energy ions(panel 5 of Fig. 4). Those that enter the
shock before the high energy ions have little movement of
their gyrocenters iny, but those that enter after the high
energy ions, have a significant −y drift velocity; see also Fig.

5. Both these patterns are in contrast to the high energy ions
that have gyrocenters that drift in the +y direction(panel 5 of
Figs. 2 and 3).

Finally we can compare the kinetic energy gain com-
puted directly from the electromagnetic fields of the PIC
simulation, with that given by the fields on ion scales esti-
mated from Eqs.(9) and (10). In Fig. 6 we plot the total
kinetic energy as a function of time along the trajectory of an
ion that is reflected and reaches suprathermal energy. This
plot shows a close correspondence between the two curves,
suggesting that the fine structure on electron scales does not
affect the final energy gain of these ions. However, as we
have seen from Fig. 1, there is a discrepancy between thex
component of the electric field at the shock ramp obtained
from the simulation directly, and from Eq.(9). It therefore
follows from Fig. 6 that the value of the shock ramp does not
strongly affect the overall energy gain of these ions. This is
consistent with energization being associated with electro-
magnetic fields away from the ramp, the role of the ramp
potential being simply to reflect the ions. However, details of
the energetics of low energy ions that are not reflected, may
depend on the value of the shock ramp potential.

C. Role of shock reformation

Having examined the trajectories of ions that reach a
variety of energies, let us now examine the selection mecha-
nisms that give rise to different histories and energization.
For a time stationary shock, Burgesset al.9 examined the
origins in phase space of ions that eventually reach differing
energies. Particles from the extrema of the velocity space
distribution upstream of the shock were found to be prefer-
entially reflected further upstream, and so energized to
higher energies, whereas ions from the core of the distribu-
tion passed through the shock, moving little or no distance
upstream. To establish whether the same selection mecha-
nism is at work in our dynamic reforming shock, we have
constructed in Fig. 7 a series of plots that may be compared
with Fig. 1 of Ref. 9. Figure 7 shows the ion phase space(vx

andvy vs x) for groups of ions at differing initial perpendicu-
lar velocities, at a time when the potential well is at its nar-
rowest, and the reformation cycle has just commenced, cor-
responding tot=432pvci

−1 in Fig. 2. In contrast to the
results obtained in Ref. 9 for the case of a time stationary
shock, we find that at a reforming shock, ions that are ini-

FIG. 5. Positionx vs y for two low energy ions. The black and gray trajec-
tories from Fig. 4 are represented here with the timing pointsA, B, A8, and
B8 indicated.

FIG. 6. Kinetic energy calculated from Eq.(14), using the PIC simulationE (gray) and that on ion scalesEi (black) from Eqs.(9) and(10), for the black ion
in Figs. 2 and 3. The bulk ion velocityvix,y in Eqs.(9) and(10) is calculated from the mean velocity of the ions within ten grid cells.0.02lci.lce/2 of the
particle position.
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tially in the core of the distribution, as well as those from the
tails, are reflected back into the foot region. Also, the dis-
tance travelled back into the foot region(and hence the en-
ergy gained) appears independent of the initial perpendicular
velocity of the ions. Whether or not a given ion is reflected
depends on its normal velocity in comparison with the time-
dependent shock potential. Thus the timing at which ions
arrive at the shock front determines their final location in
velocity space.

Overall, examination of the shock dynamics in relation
to ion trajectories shows that the ions that are ultimately
highly energized(Fig. 2) reflect from the shock front just as
it becomes stationary, and pass through the foot region
saddle infsx,td (panel 6). The ions that meet the shock front
prior to this (upper group in Fig. 4) interact with a shock
front that is moving rapidly forward through the simulation
domain, and so do not gain sufficient velocity to outpace it.
The ions that interact later(lower group in Fig. 4) meet a
weakening shock front with a wider potential well, so that
they are not reflected. In contrast to Fig. 2, the ions in Fig. 4
experience neither anx-energy gain on moving back to the
upstream side of the potential well, nor a sustained period of
y-energy gain as they subsequently co-move with the up-
stream edge of the well.

The present results suggest that the time-evolving shock
dynamics, and in particular the timing of the interaction be-
tween ion and shock, govern the selection process determin-
ing which ions undergo preacceleration into a suprathermal
population that may subsequently become cosmic rays.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined in detail the dynamics of suprather-
mal ions generated in PIC code simulations of quasiperpen-
dicular reforming shocks. Importantly, this energization is
not found in stationary shock solutions. We find the follow-
ing.

(1) The shock structure reforms on a time scales of the
order of the local ion cyclotron period. This is shown clearly
if the electromagnetic fields are cast in the form of a poten-
tial, after removing small scale effects, to leave only terms
relevant on ion spatiotemporal scales.

(2) The time dependence of the shock dominates the
selection of which ions are accelerated to suprathermal ener-
gies. Ions that reach the shock when its ramp, and hence
potential, are maximal, are reflected, and subsequently gain
energy by drifting in the time-dependent fields tangential to
the shock front.

(3) This selection is in contrast to a time-stationary
shock, where the selection mechanism depends upon the ini-
tial ion velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field, those
ions coming from the tails of the distribution being preferen-
tially reflected, and so energized.

(4) These factors lead to high energy ion creation occur-
ring in bursts.

The present simulations are conducted in a 1x3v geom-
etry at a lowmi /me. While the work in Ref. 18 shows no
major differences in higher spatial dimensions for PIC simu-
lations, hybrid simulations in 2x3v, for longer run times,
show that the current that can now exist along the shock
front can lead to current-driven instabilities.26 These insta-
bilities may act to change the shock structure in they direc-
tion, and so alter ion and electron dynamics across the shock
front, affecting both ion and electron acceleration. Simula-
tions with more realisticmi /me ratios11,21show alterations in
the electron scale physics in the foot region. However, we
have shown that the electron scale physics has little effect on
ion spatio-temporal scales.

The plasmas simulated here are pure hydrogen, in that
there are only two species, protons and electrons. Both spe-
cies have a Maxwellian distribution with the same tempera-
ture. The addition of pickup ions to the simulation, for ex-
ample, in relation to the heliospheric termination shock,
where hybrid simulation have already been carried out,27,28

would allow the acceleration processes relevant to anoma-
lous cosmic ray production to be examined. This will be the
subject of future work.

The fundamental plasma physics processes underlying
the ion acceleration from background to suprathermal ener-
gies(10–20 MeV), reported in the SNR shock simulations of
Ref. 12, have been elucidated in the present paper. Specifi-
cally, we have explained the role of, and interplay between,
the key elements anticipated at the end of the Appendix to
Ref. 12. We have shown that, while an electron fluid approxi-
mation captures some of the key physics, the shock reforma-
tion dynamics arising from our fully kinetic PIC treatment
are central to the ion acceleration mechanism. This work
provides a clear first principles explanation for the ion accel-
eration that is observed in our simulations, which appears to

FIG. 7. Phase space plots ofvx (left) and vy (right) vs x for groups of
particles from differing regions of initial velocity space, at the instantt=4
32pvci

−1.
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be a strong candidate injection mechanism for Galactic cos-
mic ray protons.
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